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Summer school offers alternatives
by Jfll Prince
Although there ire four weeks left 
in Winter Semester, it is time to begin 
planning for Summer School. The 
Summer Schedules are out, and 
advance registration begins Monday 
April 13.
This summer, the twelve academic 
weeks will include courses o f varying 
durations twelve weeks, two six 
week sessions back-to-back, and a 
number o f workshops. Lynn Bresky. 
Registrar. explained that the 
summer needs are different due to 
the students it attracts.
' ‘It's a completely different crowd 
that's here during the summer,” said 
Bresky. ‘A lot o f older returning 
students, primarily teachers, a lot o f 
seniors... the freshman that are here 
arc generally trying to pace themselves 
to be out sooner than four years.”
"Therefore, this course arrange­
ment is targeted at specific groups, 
like teachers., we try to offer them 
courses in chunks...in the past, they 
have been extraordinarily successful 
with teachers.”  she said. Bresky also 
explained that the first six week 
session was aimed at the academic 
year students who would be more 
inclined to take courses during the 
first six weeks, than return for the 
second, while still being able to have 
some o f the summer off.
Although the number o f weeks 
per class will be shorter, “ the same 
number o f contact hours required to 
cam a semester hour will have to be 
accomplished,”  said Bresky. "The 
material in the course will be 
unchanged whether it s offered in a
fifteen week semester or a six week 
short course.”
Bresky explained that although 
each academic unit puts together 
what they think students want to take, 
factors such as availability o f profes­
sors, and which professors are on 
summer contract also affect the 
courses offered.
Summer enrollment projections for 
this year are 2.751. This estimation 
was given by P-JCe Tweddale. budget 
and research analyst, who explained 
the procedure. According to Tew-d- 
dale, these figures come from a com­
plicated procedure involving current 
enrollment, and past trends, as well as 
other factors. He explained that the 
figures then go to the deans who add 
their opinions. What results are the 
semester enrollment projections. .Al­
though Tweddale admits the summer 
semester is harder to predict, he did 
say “ we generally come fairly close.
This summer, the dorms will not 
be open. The Ravine Apartments will 
be the only summer school residence 
available through the school. "This 
is due to the conference business 
plus general renovation for the resi­
dence halls by both the Plant Depart­
ment and contractors,” said Robert 
Byrd. Coordinator of Housing. “ And, 
we have found that during the summer 
months, the students enjoy the 
apartments more.”
"Summer semester is really the 
nicest one. I think,”  said Bresky. “We 
have a whole different group o f people 
on campus than we have dunng the 
rest o f the year. The atmosphere is
a little more relaxed because the 
weather’s nicer and people are on 
vacation. However, the work load 
in the summer coincidentally ts con­
siderably heavier than in the academic 
year,”  she added.
Plant D ept: 
has summer
job  openings
In the summer months during the 
periods May 15 to June 30, 1981, 
and July 1 to August 30, 1981. the 
Department o f Housekeeping and 
Grounds will hopefully be employing 
students from 25 to 40 hours a week 
primarily on the first shift. Students 
will only be able to work eight hour 
shifts from 7:30 ajn. to 4 pm. or 
second shift. 3 pm. - 11:30 pm.
There will be a limited number of 
student employment positions avail­
able, Students who have previously 
worked for the Department and have 
a favorable work record will be given 
first opportunity for available 
positions.
If students are interested in spring 
or summer employment with Depart­
ment of Housekeeping and Grounds, 
they are asked to contact the Director, 
Jay Bolt, at extension 255 by May.!, 
1981. No applications will be con­
sidered after this date.
Grand Valley’s 5-year plan still in process
by Larry See. Jr.
Grand Valley’s “ five-year plan," 
that the school adopted in 1978, and 
which included recommendations for 
long-range planning, is still making 
progress.
Arthur Hills, executive assistant to 
the president, is in charge o f imple­
menting many o f the'plan’s recom­
mendations. according to John Gracki. 
assistant nee president for academic 
attain.
There were 27 recommendations on 
the plan, ranging from curtailment o f 
energy consumption, to the semester 
system model.
Serving on the task force planning 
committee which designed the plan 
were two rice presidents, deans from 
two of the colleges, faculty from the 
other two colleges, along with two 
student representatives from each 
school.
All of the recommendations made 
from the report were referred to the
appropriate administrative section. For 
example, the Provost’s office took 
charge o f implementing the semester 
system calendar, and the developmen­
tal office was in charge o f gathering 
money for the colleges.
When asked i f  the plan had become 
outdated since its inception in 1978, 
Gracki responded negatively. “ At that 
time we envisioned a declining enroll­
ment, hard times, and the falling o ff 
■if state support.”  he said.
In regards to switching from terms 
to semesters, Gracki commented that 
the task force handling the switch 
worked on it for a year. Most o f the 
revisions were done in the computer 
system, the records office, and the 
biggest area was revamping the col- 
ege’s curriculum by the individual 
colleges. A task that according to 
Gracki. was not easy.
Some of the recommendations in­
cluded- in the report are that “ all 
academic support and service should 
be conducted primarily by persons
from within the Grand Valley com­
munity and, i f  appropriate, qualified 
consultants from outside the insti­
tution.”
Another recommendation con­
cerned that o f tuition structure. 
Gracki commented that the current 
registration charge favors full-time 
students.
The report says that the “ tuition 
and fees structure should be an appro­
priate balance between a per-credit 
hour charge and a per-registration
charge.”
Another o f the recommendations, 
which has been completed, is the 
Grand Valley State Colleges scholar­
ship programs for continuing students. 
The report said that “ Grand Valley- 
should establish scholarship programs 
to insure that scholarships will be 
available to continuing students and 
graduate students on the basis of 
their high scholastic achievement at 
Grand Valley.”
"The report is due to expire in the 
1982-83 academic year,”  Gracki con­
cluded.
Low Morale: An overview
by Becky Burkert
(Editor’s note This if the fourth and conclusion in a series o f  articles 
dealing ~ith low morale a t Grand ValUy).
According to students, faculty, and administrators the low morale that 
has existed over a period o f years at Grand Valley, and climaxed with the 
December budget crisis, can be improved. But this optimism is limited, 
especially among faculty.
Grand Valley faculty as a whole were disenchanted with the budget 
cuts that resulted in the layoff o f some o f their collegues and brought on a • 
lack of communication with administrators. This resulted in a faculty vote 
o f no confidence in the administration.
Yet. some say the benefits of Grand Valley's administrator s realloca­
tion o f  programs that were also a result o f the budget crisis.
“Grand Valley is helpful in the following directions,” said one tenured 
faculty member. “There is more of a streamline of programs, what is ex­
pected of the students is more specifically stated. Cu b  were made in 
places other than the faculty, and a lot of administrative fat has been cut.’
This one and other faculty members pointed to other problems that 
still remain unresolved, as leading to a continuation of low morale.
One problem that was mentioned is a communication gap between 
faculty and administration that is not caused by the communication out­
lets mat have been designed. Rather, it was a id  to be caused by the ad­
ministration listening to a few members of the faculty who are at tunes, 
misinformed.
One faculty member told of two salary and budget committee members 
who did not know until the end of March that the budget crisis had been 
terminated December 19. “They arete not told,” he mid.
.Another problem expressed by the faculty is that the lack of direction
Influx o f 
Iranian students 
is expected
(CPS)-U.S. schools can look forward 
to a large influx o f Iranian students 
next year because o f the U.S. Depart­
ment o f State's decision to lift res­
trictions on granting Iranian student 
visas to study in this country, accord­
ing to the National Association for 
Foreign Student Affain (NAFSA).
NAFSA’s Georgia Stewart says 
there is “no doubt” that Iranians 
will again choose American univer­
sities as their place for study, as they 
did in the yean prior to former 
President Carter's April, 1980 curb on 
Iranian applications on file, Stewart 
says, “mast people were just waiting 
for the restrictions to lift before they 
applied.”
According to Stewart, both the 
Iranian and Algerian rmhamin report 
that the Immigration and Narutalizi- 
tion Service, in conjunction with the 
State Department, hat shown no a p t  
of letting up its review process, and 
that students found to be in viola­
tion of immigration laws will prob­
ably be deported draper the recent 
lift in visa restrictions
Reflections o f the old in the new—
THE MCKAY TOWER SHIMMERS in the plate glass of the new Mutual Federal Savings And Lo.n Building in 
downtown Grand Rapids (photo by Paul Worster).
Houston: The Emerald City
by Lynn Holman
There isn't a yellow brick road lead­
ing to Houston. But somewhere over 
the rainbow, in this land of opportun­
ity, you may find your pot o f gold.
If the thought o f year-round sun­
shine and warm weather doesn't at­
tract you, perhaps the thick section of 
help-wanted ads will. Compare fifteen 
pages o f job openings in the Houston 
Chronicle and the Houston Post, to 
hardly enough to fill one page in either 
o f the Detroit papers. r>n- may say, 
“ Take roe away.”
GVSC Placement Office, said. “ I f  I 
were a graduating student. I'd go to 
Texas.”
New residents are becoming part of 
the Houston way o f life at a rate of 
1,000 per week. It makes you wonder 
what the big deal is about that city.
Maybe it’s the thought o f actually 
being able to choose die job you want, 
instead of taking any job you can 
find. Maybe it’s the absence o f state 
income tax. or the amazingly low pro­
perty taxes that lures people to 
Houston.
The thought o f  a growing, chang­
“The money is here waiting to be made. ”
How many of your friends are un­
employed? Go ahead, count them. If 
the thought o f  joining the ranks o f the 
13.5% unemployed in our state wor­
ries you, maybe you should consider 
moving to a city with a 3.5% un­
employment rate.
Tom Seykora, Director o f the
ing, thriving city is enough to attract 
almost anyone. And that it has! The 
sound of construction is a constant 
one in Houston as new businesses, 
schools, hospitals, and stores sprout 
up.
A  recent migrator to Houston re­
ported back to Michigan, “ The money
is here, waiting to be made.”
So where docs one begin looking 
for a job in Houston, while still in 
Michigan? You can do what the per­
son above did-just go. Pack your 
things, leave the unemployment be­
hind, and head for the oil country. 
You can pick up a Houston Chronicle 
or Post, stan writing letters, making 
phone calls, get a few leads, and then 
go.
Reading bulletins in GVSC’s Place­
ment Office will give you leads. If you 
haven’t visited the office and are going 
to be. or are thinking about looking 
for a job out-of-sutc (and m-statc for 
that matter) you’ll find the office very 
helpful.
Tom Seykora is more than willing 
to "d o  students find employment.
“ 1 will work individually with 
them. 1 can find out what they’re in­
terested in, make a few- phone calls, 
and sel up an interview for them,”  he 
said.
Technical skills are helpful in land­
ing a job.
Seykora added. “ The best way to 
do it is make up your mind you're go­
ing to go, and just go.”
So you've decided to make your 
move! The same old question is in 
your mind, how much will it cost me? 
Take into consideration transport­
ation there, security deposit on an 
apartment, first month's rent, and 
other expenses (such as exploring 
Houston’s night life). I f  you make 
the trip urrh a few friends, and plan 
to live together, the expense will be 
less of course.
Though die Er.erald City has no 
yellow brick road leading to it and 
no wizard to give you what you need, 
chances are you'll find that long- 
awaited employment in the vast land 
of Texas.
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Lanthorn Editorials
Curriculum is a student interest
For the past few weeks, the Student Senate has once again 
beer, lobbying to place two students as voting members on the 
All Colleges Academic Senate's (ACAS) Curriculum Committee. 
Indeed, a worthwhile endeavor—for who else is most affected 
by the college's curriculum than students?
Vet, the task will not be easy to achieve. The Senate has 
s*weral hurdles to overcome before their actions can be realized. 
Foremost, the Senate has to be able to void out past history- 
specifically faculty attitudes and student behavior.
It will mean convincing faculty that the decision made last 
spring then, not allowing students on the Curriculum Com­
mittee, should be reversed, (see the Lanthorn April 10, 1980; 
Not exactly a piece of cake. This definitely goes against the 
grain of faculty opinion, as far as student input is concerned. 
One only has to remember back to the fall of 1979 when 
student members were ousted from the ACAS.
The contention then, and is echoed now, that students have 
not demonstrated a continued interest in the governing bodys 
actions. Moreover, the responsibility involved is great, therefore 
how can we intrust students with this task when they have not 
responded in the past?
Point well taken. But, how long can we continue to make 
decisions based on the behavior of past students? How long 
must the present Grand Valley students pay for the "sin s" of 
their predecessors?
This is where the Student Senate must take positive action. 
The Senate should aggressively screen perspective student re­
presentatives, and more importantly, constantly monitor these 
individuals by requiring periodic reports of the committees 
activities.
When students were unseated from the ACAS, the faculty 
challenged students "to  develop their own muscles" particularly 
through the Student Senate. We feel they have made this 
move-they have a working body but without a voice it is 
powerless. Curriculum is a student interest. Student input is 
not only recommended-it is needed.
New  Senate can reach potential
Grand Valley's new Student Senate appears well prepared to 
meet the coming year's challenges. Not to say that senates 
past were not prepared, but as new senate vice-president Fred 
Garrett said, "We are one step ahead of last year's senate be­
cause .vc realize that vve must take the initiative to ieacn trie 
student body."
One of the major concerns at Grand Valley, voiced by many 
student leaders, is apathy or lack of intei st on the part of stu­
dents. This apathy has touched former se tors.
However, this senate may be different. It is true that turn­
out for voters was low. And in the beginning all of the seats on 
the ballot were not filled. But two run-off elections were still 
needed to fill spots contested by write-in candidates.
This senate is different because it is one that was created 
after tense and tempered decisions,concerning the institution's 
budget cuts. The 1981-82 senate has 13 new members, some of 
whom want to make sure that their interests are articulated 
whether a crisis type situation exists or not.
The vehicle for instituting change in the interest of students 
was there. Because of the budget crisis more students should 
have seen a position in student government as a potential gold 
mine and declared themselves candidates. Segments of Grand 
Valley's population could have increased competition for senate 
seats by entering candidates. Not too many groups took, advan­
tage of a grand opportunity, but that is ok.
At the senate elections Monday, a few things were evident. 
This senate does have some concrete goals that they hope to 
pursue collectively. It is true that there will be internal splits 
and arguments, but this is healthy.
Each student senate member appears to recognize that there 
«is a problem am ong students at Grand Valley. Recognition of 
this problem is the first step to success.
A s  Garrett said, they realize that to be stronger, the senate 
must reach the student body. But the student body can make 
the task easier and meet them at the median.
In order to support the senate you do not have to agree with 
them. Just let them know how you feel because whatever 
concerns you have, they must be legitimate ones in the eyes of 
the student government.
Becuase they cared enough to run, or some individual's had 
enough confidence in them to write in their names, the potential 
of this senate appears unlimited.
With the support of the student body, actual realization of 
this potential is a certainty.
Tbe Lanthorn welcomes guest editorials from its readers. If  
you have any views you would like to express, please feel free 
to submit them to tbe Lanthorn for publication.
Those submitted should be double spaced and typewritten 
legibly. Tbe Lantbom is located in tbe Campus Center 
basement.
The Editorials above reflect tbe position o f  tbe Lantbom and 
do not necessarily reflect tbe official policies o f  tbe Grand 
Valley State Colleges.
Tbe opinions expressed elsewhere on this page reflect tbe  
opinion o f  tbe individual or individuals alone.
Social Control: What will it be this time?
by Margo I. Cohen
The following consists of some thoughts 
and viewpoints about the Great Depression 
of the 1930's. One needs to consider the 
relevancy of this historical phenomenon in 
relationship to our contemporary situation. 
Authors Trattner, Piven, and Cloward wrote 
of this period of time. (One wonders if the 
writings are also a look into the future.)
“What led tbe government to proffer aid, 
we shall argue, was the rising o f political 
unrest that accompanied the economic 
catastrophe. ”
“As a result o f  federal inaction, by the 
spring o f 1933, the nation faced serious 
threat. Disorder spread and talk o f re­
volution was heard, many destitute and 
starving citizens had only contempt for  
the government and the system that was 
responsible for their plight but did little 
to alleviate their distress...by restoring 
confidence in the economic system, by 
instituting a helpful federal relief pro­
gram and by reviving the economy, how­
ever slowly, Roosevelt succeeded in pre­
venting further catastrophe. ”
A  question to be posed here is what was 
meant by a catastrophe? First !. is  remem­
ber who's viewpoint we are considering and 
what a catastrophe might mean to that in­
dividual or group of individuals. Would it
have been a catastrophe if a revolution by 
the poor and starving citizens had come 
about, and as a result a system of equitable 
distribution of wealth developed for all 
citizens?
Would it have been a catastrophe if as a 
result of revolution the welfare of the lower 
classes ceased to remain secondary to the 
welfare of the business classes? And  would 
it have been a catastrophe if all citizens were 
to receive proper health care? Let's be clear 
about who a revolution would have hurt, 
and who it would have benefited.
It has been said that history repeats itself. 
This has been used as a rationalization for 
our repeated social and economic problems. 
These problems are out of our hands - it's 
history repeating itself - there's nothing we 
can do. However, clearly history should not 
be blamed. History does not repeat itself; 
people make the same mistakes.
The same mistakes are being made today 
that were made during the 1920's and 30's. 
For example, there was another President 
who had an obsession with a balanced bud­
get. He also placed heavy emphasis on 
morality and public assistance to the needy, 
confusing the two issues. Many suffered.
How many will suffer in the 80 's in the 
name of a balanced budget and "too much 
government'? Will the door be opened once 
again to the poor law and its principle of 
local responsibility? Is the current admin­
istration unaware that the American people 
as a whole accepted the assumption that a
large number of people had a right (which 
could be legally enforced) to public benefits, 
or at least that the failure to provide such 
benefits was socially and economically 
shortsighted?
How long will it take for the unemployed 
and hungry to join forces and create another 
movement to express their dissatisfaction 
with the system, as happened during the 
Depression? How will this administration 
deal with it? By giving token pacifications 
to the people?
The question to be posed here is what 
form will social control take this time? 
Currently military spending is achieving un­
precedented amounts. One might remember 
that the large deficit spending of WWII is 
what really saved our capitalistic economy. 
Just think how many people would be em 
ployed if we have a war. (WWI11, where will 
it be? Central America? South Africa? The 
Persian Gulf?)
One way to achieve social control is 
simply to remove those who have reason to 
be uppity and revolt. Nevertheless, this will 
only have the effect of perpetuating our 
current economic system. Once the war is 
over (that is if we survive another war) the 
same problems will reoccure, sooner or later. 
Again people make the same mistakes - let us 
not be fooled this time.
(Editor’s note. Margo Coben is a WJC 
student and is the Director o f  the Women’s 
Information Bureau. For more information 
call ext. 545.)
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Editor,
To the Grand Valley Community:
Let's talk about radio. What kind 
of music do you like to listen to? 
Do you like what you hear on the 
commercial stations? Do you want 
to hear the same song four times an 
hour? As station manager of W SRX  
(Grand Vaiiey's non-commercial radio 
station that you indirectly pay for) 
I'd  like to extend the opportunity 
to hear different kinds of music not 
heard on much of your F.M. dial. 
We play reggae, jazz, old rock, new 
rock. 60's music, classical, new wave, 
etc.
Please don't expect 'S R X  to be 
like anything you've ever heard on 
your radio. We like it that way. 
It adds an element of surprise to the 
otherwise mediocre diet of radio 
If you tune us in and hear something 
you're not into, that's okay.
But please keep checking out 
88.5 and I'll guarantee you'll even­
tually hear radio impulses that inter­
est you. Also, be patient with us. 
Since anyone with blood running 
through their brain con learn to do 
radio at 'SR X . it takes a while to 
learn how to handle the equipment.
So. if you hear a record skip for 
two minutes, silence for three, coughs, 
gurgles, and gutteral utterances, rem­
ember it's part of the human aspect 
of radio. I want to reassure you that 
W SRX will fight commercialism until 
the end. If the done radio in the 
commercial market is to be influenced 
by new thoughts, it will be done 
by free thinkers like those who work 
at 'SRX .
Even our call letters (SRX) stand 
for what we believe in: Student 
Run Experiment. So that's who we 
are. Who are you and what do you 
need from your radio?
The students at W SR X  really do
care, so don't hesitate to call us 
at 895-7500 and make a comment 
on what we're doing to satisfy your 
needs. Radio doesn't exist in a moni­
tor.
Relax Grand Valley. Your beloved 
radio station will never succumb to 
peer pressure to be like commercial 
radio. We've accepted the responsi-
h ilits f  t n  K a  H iW nrn
" Freedom and diversity may be 
upsetting at times, but it is tbe price 
we must pay to avoid stagnation"
—Robert Byrne
ley because of the financial burden.
Recently, Grand Valley's Dean of 
Students Office sent letters out to all 
candidates for graduation. M y letter 
was sent to my home address which 
is located on the other side of the 
state. I am presently living in the 
Ravine Apts, on campus. My question 
is why was it sent there and not here? 
Could the letter not have been daposit- 
ed in my mail box in the Ravine
graduation are on campus at least one 
day a week and could also drop the 
card off at the Campus Center. Ten 
cents postage on every card can add up 
fast. To me this is a total waste of 
money. For a college that is hurting 
so bad, this way of operating sure isn't 
going to help matters. I think that 
maybe if — Grand Valley would stop, 
look, and listen once in a while it 
wouldn't be so bad off.
A Graduating Senior
Editor,
Donna Disser 
Station Manager 
W SRX 88.5 F.M.
Editor,
I am an A  V student employer. In 
regards to 'T he  Wrong Show," the 
person running the audio for the show 
is a very competent individual. He set 
his board and his mikes up so that he 
knew which dial to turn for which 
microphone. However, during the 
show, people switched microphones 
around and caused him to lose sight of 
which mike was which.
The students employed by A.V. 
are trained vigorously in equipment 
operations. They are not trained or 
paid to be babysitters for immature 
people who can't behave themselves 
or perform acts in good taste. Ms. 
Miner should go up into the sound 
booth and put herself into the stud­
ent's position of having no control 
of the equipment he/she is responsible 
for.
Mr. Boyd Nutting on the other 
hand should have the maturity to ex­
press himself in a decent manner. Ill 
be damned if when I tape the Concert 
Orchestra or the Concert Band that 
111 open any of the service plates on 
the stage, for fear of finding dead 
animal parts underneath the plates.
W SRX  and the whole show was 
very lucky that I wasn't there, for I 
would have shut the P.A. System 
down and gone home because of 
students behaving in such an immature 
manner. I think some of you "k id s " 
should grow up a little bit.
David Greenspan
Editor.
For the past few years we have all 
seen and felt the so called financial 
burden facing Grand Valley. A  year 
ago TJC was dosed and last semester 
a number of faculty mem bars were in­
formed that within a year they would 
no longer be employed by Grand Vai-
Center saving Grand Valley 15 cent* 
plus, my parents another 15 cents 
since they in turn had to send it back 
across the state to me. Doesn't Grand 
Valley have inter-campus mail?
Also, included in the envelope was 
a post card to be filled out and re­
turned to the Dean of Students' 
office. This card was postmarked with 
prepaid postage paid by the Dean of 
Students Office. Why? Doesn't this 
college think that I am capable of 
walking to the Campus Center and 
turning this card in? I would guess 
that at least 90 % of the candidates for
in leyaius iu my siuiy in uie 
"Progressions" music column (April 
2), some of you people down at 
W SRX  may have freaked out.
The article was intended to speak 
out on the straight-forward commer- 
ciality of national radio stations. 
No mention of GV 's college radio 
or other college stations were in­
cluded.
! was, by no means, saying that 
W SRX  is commercial by not putting 
them in the story.
In my opinion, they are as far 
away from commerciality as can be 
expected. Yes, W SR X  plays the 
balanced ear-diet we would love to 
hear nationally.
It goes without saying that there 
is a big difference between college 
radio and national radio. It's not 
just the amount of watts, either. 
National rock radio may never change. 
It’s too bad.
Sincerely, 
Rob Viilo 
Arts/Eritertainment Editor 
Lanthorn
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CLASSIFIEDSHuman misery is the key
by Steve Harwell
Probably one o f the biggest ques­
tions being asked by Americans, is 
what is happening in El Salvador? 
What's it all about? A  former Grand 
Valley professor explains that the sit­
uation is not as everyone thinks.
According to Don Herman, former 
professor and director o f Latin Amer­
ican Stud’es at Grand Valley, and now 
an adjunct professor at Michigan State 
University, "the struggle is based on 
human misery, not Communism.”  
Herman who has written three books 
and pubfished several articles on Latin 
American, said, "The government of 
El Salvador is committing violence 
against its people." Herman explained 
that this violence is in the form o f lack 
o f housing, education, health care. 
The result o f  this repression is a revolt 
by the civilian guerillas.
‘The problem o f the present gov­
ernment is that it doesn’t have com­
plete control o f  the military,”  Herman 
said. Bringing in massive military aid 
would only supply the guerillas with 
more arms because o f left wing sym­
pathisers in the military. Herman said
that the best thing to do is to place 
emphasis on economic aid and limit 
military aid. The U.S. military ad­
visors that are in El Salvador now, are 
there to train military personnel to 
manage the military aid. And most 
o f them will be out by this summer, 
the Reagan administration says.
The United States is involved 
Herman says, “ to minimize the in­
fluence o f (Fidel) Castro in Latin 
America.”  Meanwhile, the Soviets are 
trying to project their influence 
around the globe. “Communism is not 
the case here," Herman said. ‘They 
(the Soviets anti Cubans)are just taking 
advantage o f the situation. The 
United States is very sensitive to Latin 
America in a geo-political sense.”
In Herman's opinion, the United 
States will not be forced into a mili­
tary position as it was in Viet Nam, 
and military advisors will not lead to 
troops this time. Herman also said 
that the domino theory would not 
apply in this situation because each 
country in Latin America is so differ­
ent from each other in their forms of 
government.
USING  GUNPOW DER AND explosives in conjunction with the Viet­
nam theme "Karate Dave" expresses his idea of a portable shelter in 
Clover's sculpture class (photo by Paul Worster).
CL IP  A N D  SA V E
Fast and efficient typing done in my 
Grandville home. Resumes, term 
papers, etc. No job too long or short. 
Reasonsble rates. 534-6080.
IM PRO V E  YO U R  G R AD ES! Research 
catalog-306 pages-10,278 descriptive 
listings-Rush S i . 00 (refundable). Box 
25097C, Los Angeles, 90025. (213) 
477 8226.
SU M M E R  EM PLO Y M E N T  for GVSC 
students with Michigan's largest multi­
manufacturer distrubutor. Positions 
throughout Michigan, Indiana, and 
Ohio. Automobile required. Competi­
tive salaries and benefits. For further 
information, phone Mr. Kay, person 
to person, COLLECT, at (517) 339- 
9500.
FLO W ERS FOR YO U R  W EDDING- 
We specialize in fresh or long-lastipg 
silk flowers. Let Millie and Linnea 
help you plan the floral display that 
will be perfect for you and we'll 
make your wedding day beautiful. 
Call Millie at 455-8*87, or Linnea 
at 774-0186
This Entire A d  O n e  j 
? ( $2.00 THURS.  4/91 (gUiNFiFlO- 4 - IE  363 -S413  J 1 / ICk(
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Modern Romance j
R i
QUAD * ITreat Yourself
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I Earthling K H ardly Working
PG j
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—Morale
on the college’s behalf resulted in too much program duplication, and pro 
grams that were not based on Grand Valley’s liberal arts history, but 
rather in a professional capacity.
“ Look at the police training program,” said Political Science Professor 
James Thompson. "W h»: does that have to do with liberal arts. It just 
tells you how to do something-like how to shoot a gun.”
The poorly planned programs and the lack of communication pointed 
to by the faculty was questioned by Grand Valley administrators. The 
administrators compared Grand Valley to other Michigan colleges and indi­
cated that Grand Valley has the potential for high morale, and is utilizing
“ This is one o f the strongest and most successful o f the new state 
regional institutions,’ ’ said President Arend Lubbers. “ Grand Valley is now 
at the stage o f refining its programs.”
Lubbers then went on to say that Grand Valley has reached the stage of 
bettering its academic programs because of stabilization o f student growth.
“ Whenever there is no rapid growth, there are some great plusses.On the 
other hand absorbing numbers is a big task. When the rate slowrs it is 
possible to look at what you’re doing analitically.”
Faculty, students and administrators felt that the budget cuts o f 1979 
and 1980 gave the college a chance to look at the direction that it was 
moving towards and to decide what programs would be best for the insti­
tution’s direction.
About the direction of the college. Lubbers said, “The direction o f the 
college, has been, and still is, the goal of being a liberal arts college. At the 
same time, being a regional institution we must appeal to society’s needs. 
With socicity’s specialization we have introduced professional programs 
and that’s where the tension starts.”
In reference to the lack o f communication. Dean o f Students, Linda 
johnson said. * The auiuuiUuauuii, particularly uufiTig u»c budget cuts, 
have listened to faculty’s ideas and have incorporated them with their 
outline of cuts.”
“ The faculty asked for less duplication o f programs, there was less. The 
faculty asked that some administrators be cut and some were cut.”  said 
Johnson.
The shared thought is that in the last two-three years there has been 
action taken to improve the college overall, rather than as separate little 
clusters, and that the cohesiveness will contribute to strengthening morale.
Teresa Ereon, president of the Student Senate gave an example, “When 
you are doing something and you are not challenged, you 11 change as far 
as the student senate is concerned, we are trying to get across to more
students.”
On a larger scale, most faculty and administrators felt that they are 
doing the same (trying to get across to each other), and that Grand Valley, 
hopefully, has a stable future
Student Senate Programming
presents
* * BRUBAKER f t
Fri & Sat Night 
April 10 -11
7:00p.m.
I!
II
II
IIAdmission$1.00
132 Lake Huron Hall |i
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Arts/Entertainment
Artist explores harmony of circles
by Nancy Daugherty
The circle is the most simple, 
yet the most natural of forms. A  rock, 
a beetle, the earth and its cycles— 
each is complete with neither begin­
ning nor end: the ultimate symbol 
o f unity. BFA candidate Jo Hormuth 
has chosen this form for her suite o f 
prints and drawings; or, perhaps it 
has chosen her by becoming imbued 
in her creative consciousness. What­
ever the case, it is prevalent in her 
exhibition that was in the CC Art 
Gallery March 23-27. Of her theme, 
Hormuth explains, “ It deals with 
spiritual and biological concerns . . .  I 
wanted to clarify and simplify things 
for myself by using the feeling, the 
harmony, that the circle projects.”  
Originally from Rockford, 
Hormuth has spent onc-and-a-half 
years painting at Western Michigan 
University and has studied at the
School o f the Art Institute in Chicago. 
From there it was on to traveling and 
exploring the country until she de­
cided, “ I really wanted to go back 
to school.”  That led to Grand Valley, 
and now, after four years, Hormuth 
is planning on graduate study at either 
the School of the Art Institute or the 
Cranbrook Academy o f Arj in Bloom­
field Hills.
The artist’s recent show reflects 
her concern with natural forms, yet 
her primary interest is in human form 
and its expression. “ Inlet”  relates 
to figure study as well as circular 
concern in its use of negative space 
to portray the space inside o f a pubic 
bone. “ Natural Harmony", a print 
of a beetle and one of the earliest in 
the suite depicts her preoccupation 
with forms found in nature that have 
an inherent unity in themselves and 
with their environment.
All the works in the suite are from
this semester. The printing process 
Hormuth uses, "intaglio” , involves 
etching and acid-burning designs into 
copper and zinc plates, and then 
printing from these. Each different 
color requires a new plate, or at 
least a new application to the same 
plate. Because o f this multiple image 
quality, each print-even in duplica­
tion-is one of a kind.
The artist herself, standing petite, 
pretty, and besmudged among some 
duplicates she has just printed, stresses 
this. “ All the prints are real complica­
ted to print. Every time one goes 
through the press there’s a variable.” 
She should know, for her show was 
one o f the most successful in the his­
tory o f the Art Gallery, as she sold 
at least one—and often more—o f 
each of her prints. Appreciative is 
hardly the word to describe the 
enthusiastic response at Hormuth’s 
reception as the crowd o f people
ate-up (figuratively) her artwork and 
(literally) the delicious food provided 
by her mother, aunt and gra .Jmother.
As for the artist’s relationship 
to her own work, Hormuth describes 
this suite, which she has been working 
towards for years, as a certain free­
dom attained through restriction-an 
exploration into an idea: “ Art is a 
way to truthfully define myself and 
understand myself. The only restric­
tion being the circular and natural 
form allowed me to experiment in 
techniques, but also left my imagina­
tion open. Where I found forms— 
the fish and beetle-1 felt free to 
be inventive technically and imagin­
atively. Because o f that, my own 
kind o f symbolism is coming out.”
This week, Miette Huybrechts is 
exhibiting prints and drawings in 
the CC Art Gallery. All are welcome 
for a sheepish delight!
Dancers Flow With Style
by Brad Hilt
The dark room was deadly silent. 
As orchestrated music filled the air, 
all eyes were focused towards the 
brighdy lit stage o f gracefully moving 
bodies. It all happened last Friday.
The Ohio State University Dance 
Company’s lunchbreak performance in 
the Louis Armstrong Theater was a 
professional show of dancing ability. 
The hour-and-a-half contained effec­
tive lighting, interesting orchestrated 
music, and an impressive display o f 
physical stamina and ability. It all 
worked together to spellbind the 
audience.
The ten dancers’ movements were 
graceful and fluid. Many unique 
body positions and angles were 
formed. They even made the art o f 
standing motionless appear easy.
Good use o f the stage accented 
their movements. Dancers were enter­
ing the stage from four areas and
m - . .  r> — —  r lay neview
were always changing from area to 
area. The audience didn’t know when 
a dancer would enter the stage or 
where they would enter from. This 
quality made the dancers’ movements 
appear more continuous and fluid.
The acts effectively alternated from 
fast to slow paces. Of the four acts 
that were presented (Spare Change, 
Elegy, Five Movements, and Last Year 
Midst Water Lillies), the most engaging 
was Five Movements. This act con­
tained only one male and one female 
dancer. Through their movements, 
they appeared to be showing their 
love and emotions for one another. 
The five beautiful and moving scenes 
followed the developing stages o f the 
human relationship.
The almost-filled Louis Armstrong 
Theatre audience was treated to a 
professional display of dancing talent 
by the Ohio State University Dance 
Company. The standing ovation they 
received was greatly deserved.
FLU ID  M OVEM ENTS TRANSFORM  contours of two Ohio Dancers 
into one (photo courtesy of University Dance Co.).
‘Livin ’ Fat ’ comedy plays successful
by Thomas L.L. Saulsberry III
Imagine having been poor all o f 
your life...even as a recent college 
graduate, the best job you can find is 
a bank janitor opening. Father is 
trying to support the family by 
holding down two jobs; .Mother does 
her part, working as a cleaning woman. 
But still your family’s income barely 
exceeds the high cost o f living.
And then one day, while working 
in the bank there is a holdup by two 
men dressed in Batman masks. In 
their haste they drop a bundle, and
when you pick it up you find that it 
is bulging with $50,000! What would 
you do? Would you turn the money 
in? Or, would you start "Livin ’ Fat?”
This is the situation created in Judi 
Mason’s dynamite new comedy, fit­
tingly entitled “ Livin’ Fat.”  This 
laugh-a-minute two-act comedy is 
currently being presented downtown 
at the Spectrum Theatre by the 
Robeson Players.
This production is worthwhile 
entertainment for two reasons. First 
o f all, because the script is itself is 
absolutely superb. Judi Mason, a
young black playwright, has taken a 
universal concept,-poverty - and has 
conflicted it with the immediate 
possibility of wealth. And once she 
mixed in the judicial and pious morals 
involved in deciding whether or not 
to keep the money, Mason conjured 
up a storyline that rattles your mind, 
knocks at your conscience and tickles 
your funnybone, all at the same time.
Another reason why this particular 
production is so successful is because 
o f the acting talents o f Dorcas R. 
“ Livin’ Fat”  Jones as “ Big Mama," the 
‘hip’ and fiesty grandmother, and
Regina Phifer as “ Candy,”  the young 
and energetic granddaughter.
Donald Mosley as “ Ebemeezer 
'Boo' Goodson," a J.J type, and 
Brenda Reed as the “ Mother”  and 
revivalist o f tne family, also delivered 
commendable performances.
“ Livin’ Fat”  will continue at the 
Spectrum Theatre through April 18. 
The Robeson Players have announced 
that the proceeds from April 9 and 10 
(Thursday and Friday) show will go 
towards aiding the inspection o f the 
Missing Black Children o f Atlanta.
lour Guide Brings France to GVSC
by Jill Prince
With Spring Break little more than 
a memory, most GVSC students are 
looking to Summer break as their next 
big break from the books. Some did 
not have to wait that long on Tuesday, 
March 24* many had the opportunity 
to travel to France to see the Chanres 
Cathedral, via the slide presentation 
by Malcolm Miller.
Miller, who is the Official English 
guide-lecturer for Chartres Cathedral, 
has been conducting tours twice a day
from Easter to November since 1958. 
I he other months are spent lecturing 
in England, France. Canada, and the 
United States. This year, he spent 
eight weeks in the U.S., conducting 
approximately 25-30 lectures. He 
will return to Chartres on April 5. On 
these tours he brought about 2,000 
slides, all o f  which he took himself. 
Although he v«as bom and educated in 
England, Miller claims ’ ‘I ’ve spent 
more o f my life in Chartres than in 
England.”  To date, Miller has pub­
lished three books on the Chartres
Cathedtal. Also, all o f his work is 
done alone since, Miller laughingly ad­
mitted, “ I woulu he a very difficult 
person to work for.”
While at Grand Valley, Miller at­
tended a luncheon given in his honor, 
then gave a slide-illustrated lecture, 
"The Art and Architecture o f Chartres 
Cathedral.”
Miller began with a brief history of 
the Chartres Cathedral which he claims 
is "One o f the Great Achievements of 
the Human Spirit.”  The Chartres 
Cathedral, which is a state monument,
has a total o f 176 windows which de­
pict the “ Divine comedy o f the begin­
ning o f the world to the end.”  O f 
these 176 windows. Miller showed six 
in detail: The North Rose Window, 
The Noah Window, The Window o f 
Christ's Genealogy, The Passion 
Window, The Window o f the Parable 
of the Good Samaritain, and The 
Great South Rose Window.
Said one GVSC student when it was 
over, ” 1 loved it. I wish I could go 
there!”
PARADOXICALLY, BFA CANDIDATE Jo Hormuth has used the res­
triction of the circular form to free her imagination. It worked, for her 
art show was a grand success (photo by Nancy Daugherty).
One Thing 
Or Another by Darlene Johnson
Citizens Blink Onlv Once
I remember that 1 cried the day that President Kennedy was assasin- 
ated, not for the plight o f our nation, but rather selfishly for myself. 
The networks preempted the cartoons to air his funeral.
Yet once again, not quite two decades later and a little less than two 
weeks ago, I sat curled comfortably above the Campus Center main 
lounge, more oblivious to the history in the making that was occurring 
below was my restless mind than to the overdue paper I’d been attempting 
to complete all afternoon.
Hoping to find a spark of intellectual inspiration, or better yet that 
the paper would magically choose to write itself in my absence, 1 wan­
dered past the giant television screen, noting that the area was strangely 
devoid o f the usual three-o-clock standing room only crowd. I tapped 
the attention of a recognized friend who was occupied between the 
television and her reading, and asked why the curly-permed soap opera 
villain had been replaced by a less than suave anchorperson. “ Oh, some­
body just tried to kill President Reagan, that’s all," she answered almost 
too casually as she returned to the sports section.
That's all, my mind repeated? God Bless America, our leader had 
just escaped becoming past-tense history, and you’d never have known it. 
There was no scurrying o f people, anxious tor the details ot the situation; 
no angry and enraged cries for the life o f the would-be-assailant (a la 
Lee Harvey Oswald); not even a silent prayer or a tear-just a few care­
less college students, and one of them bent over a Lanthorn . . .
“ Yep, there he is now,”  she continued, pointing to a hunched-over 
blonde on the screen. “ Shot at a range o f ten feet,”  they said, “ and of 
course the Secret Service nabbed him."
“ Ten feet!”  I wailed in disgust, “ and he still missed?”
So much for America in shock.
“ Just listen at yourself, child!”  came an all too familiar voice from 
somewhere behind me. I turned to face my alterego, a composite o f my 
humanitarian values.
“ Aw listen, leave me alone,” I said. "Why should I care about President 
Reagan? I think he’s doing a lousy job with the economy; I didn't vote 
for him; I don’t even like his movies!”
Alterego gave a long sigh. “ Vendettas aside, I think your attitude says 
a lot about American society. Why, just a few months ago the whole 
country was in an uproar over who shot some fairytale oil king. Now a 
real live President gets shot, and nobody blinks twice."
“ But so much has happened lately you can’t help but become numb,"
I argued. "Budget cuts, John Lennon, kids in Atlanta . . . ”
“ True,”  Alterego answered. “ But we don’t have to stop being human 
beings ourselves. Contrary to rumor, the man is still a person, just like 
everyone else. Maybe that's the whole problem; we just don’t get upset 
enough anymore. Sometimes I don’t think we value reality anymore. 
At least we had emotions in the Sixties."
Taking a second look at myself. 1 knew Alterego was right. As I 
watched a replay of the event for the umpteenth time, my friend com­
mented, "Well, at least he isn't a woman or a black, thank God!”
“ Personally I thank God he’s alive,”  I answered, and though I felt 
proud I began to feel equally as stupid as the startled crowd stared at me. 
They were trying to figure out whether or not I was serious in my wish 
or just Christian Reformed.
“ Well, uh, you wouldn’t want to see Bush as President would you?”
Med-Teeh Advising Day- for 
spring / summer / fail courses 
will be on Thuis.. April 9. 
104 LMH.
Corporeal Mime Theatre- will 
present performances for three 
weekends in April. They ere: 
Thurs. through Set.. April 2-4, 
April 911 end April 16-18. 
Lectures end demonstrations 
will be on Saturday afternoons 
from 2 to 4 pan. Race Street 
Gallery. Grand Rapids.
GVSC B end Spring C oncert 
Thurs.. April 9 st 8 pun. in the 
LAT. Colder Fine Arts Center. 
This concert will feature many 
bands end ensembles from 
GVSC- Free.
WHAT’S HAPPENING
Student Murk Recital- Jean Forgign Language Day-Friday.
Dcvrric and Rosa Fuentes. April 10. 9am. to 3 pm. C.C.
Frcs. Noon. April 13, Mon- Multi-Purpow room. Foreign
day. CFAC. foods will be served in Au
Lunchbncfc Swipe- Mucickc Sable Hall, second floor.
of Sundrit Kinda. Renat- Annual Aft Show- Opening
ranee and Baroque Concert of day; Sun.. April 12. 2-6 pm.
Singert and Inetrumentalins. It will run on wovlcdtyt
Free. 12 noon, April 13. Mon- through May 1. Awards will
day. C.C. Lounge. be served Gaidar F in  Arts
“ Art Machine-- Art exhtlit Center. ’
featuring pointings and poly- M uale- Student racket. John
Chroma wood aailpturc by Roh and David Brummel.
Jama Clover. The show runs Wad, April 18. Fra. CFAC.
through May 7. Fra. CC. M ic h . Muaac T aethers ‘ i n .
Art Gallery. Opening day: (MMTA) will hold Piano Com-
Mon.. April 13. 12-6 pm. petition in the CFAC. For
Recaption: Wed.. April 16. more info.. oH tfx music
11-1 pm. ...
Art Exfribit- Now taking piace 
in the C.C. Art Gallery. Prints 
and drawings by Mints Huy­
brechts. BFA candidate- Free. 
Catholic Mats- 12:30 pan.. 
Sun.. North Conference Rm.. 
CC.. and 6 30 pm.. Thurs.. 
Commons Snack Bar.
God At Play- an experiment in 
intellectual theatre. April 
8-10 in the C.C. Theatre (April 
8 and 8. beginning at 4:30 
pan. On April 10 the show 
stent at 8:00 pan.). Treat 
yourself to en evening with 
Tillich, Emetsin. Camus and 
Freud, with a vary
A rtist Displays
Unusual Show
by Karen E. Miner
Artist Michael Soria uses the images 
of mass media as the basis for his art. 
The combination of these images, plus 
a watercolor wash reflects Soria’s feel­
ings of modem society. The observer 
is left on his own to decide whether or 
not Soria likes modem society
The collages that represent the 
majority o f Soria's work are chaotic. 
They are a conglomeration of textures 
and colors. The colors are either 
"hot” and vibrant, or they are subtle 
grays or blacks. There are tones of 
both pessimism and optimism.
One point against Soria’s work is 
that it has a tendency to be sexist. 
Sometimes the sexism is blatant, other
times i: a  subliminal. As one woman 
at the exhibit said. "I don’t like the 
sexist aspect of his work, especially 
when it is hidden. I get the feeling 
that by doing that, he is playing with 
my mind. He is not being honest.’’
Soria has been doing this type of 
an work for five years. The images 
•re lifted from the paper by a solvent, 
then transferred to the paper that 
Soria will work with. Sometimes he 
layers the collages, resulting in the 
“subliminal" effect. The watercolor 
wash leaves the print looking freshly 
4°ne. regardless of the age of the 
print.
This unusual exhibit can be seen u  
the Grand Rapids Art Museum, until 
April U .
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Onside With The Lakers
by Sue Shaub
Sports Editor
Track Team M akes H istory
Tuesday, April 7, was a bit o f history for Grand Valley’s Track team. 
That day will go down in the record book as the first Grand Valley out­
door track meet held at Lubbers Stadium. Technically speaking, all o f 
the events are current records. Those marks will be challenged May 2, 
when Grand Valley hosts the NAIAW  District 23 championship meet. 
The contest will bring the finest track teams in Western Michigan with 
many o f them coming from the GLIAC.
Grand Valley started o ff on the right foot on their newfieid defeating 
Aquinas 91-63. The Lakers avenged an early season loss in which the 
Saints beat Grand Valley 75-69.
“ Everybody ran well today,”  said a pleased coach Clinger. “We felt 
real good about our first outdoor meet at Lubbers Stadium. Our athletes 
were excited about participating in the meet.”
Freshman standout Curtis Fields turned in another brilliant performance 
taking first in the long jump (22 ft. 1114 in.), the 100 meter dash (11.76 
seconds) and running anchor in the 400 meter relay’s first place finish. The 
relay team made up o f Brian Bates, Curtis Smith, Phil Greene and Fields, 
ran the race in a time o f 44.45 seconds.
Another outstanding freshman, Curtis Smith, took medalist honors 
in the triple jump (42 ft. 6 in,), second in the long jump (21 ft. 1014 in.), 
and third in the 110 meter hurdles with an 18.6 time. Smith was also a 
member o f the first place relay team.
“ I was very pleased with Del DeWeerds time of 50.45 in the 400 
meter dash, and Hubert Massey had an excellent throw (143 ft. 1 in.) in 
the discus event,”  said Clinger.
“ Bill Grysen had a very good jump in the pole vault (14 ft.), especially 
with the stTong winds,”  added Clinger.
Grand Valley also took first place in the 800 meter run with Doug 
Kuiper turning in a time of 2:02.32. The 1600 meter relay team composed 
o f Kuiper, lodes, Stark, and DeWeerd were medalists in that event with a 
3:35.26 time.
Speaking o f running, Grand Valley’s athletic department will be putting 
on a ‘Run for Funds’ event this Saturday, April 11, at Lubbers Stadium.
Any campus organization can participate in the run. Members o f each 
organization must get pledges (all forms can be picked up in the field- 
house) based on how many times he or she can run around the track in 
one hour. All money earned is split half with the athletic department and 
the organization competiting. Student Senate, Phi Kappa Pi, Sigma Phi 
Epsilon, and all athletic teams are a few organizations participating.
It ’s not too late for any other campus clubs or organizations wishing 
to enter. The athletic department handles the procedure for mailing out 
and collecting the pledges. For more information, call Ron Clark or Dan 
Karpanty at ext. 259. Spectators are invited and encouraged to cheer 
their favorite group on.
Lakers Sweep DoubleheaderHot Bats Boom After Shaky Beginning
by Sue Shaub
After a dismal start against tough 
division I schools, the Laker baseball 
squad is shaping up to the team they 
have been predicted to be
The tournament in Kentucky 
(March 26-31) gave the men first 
hand experience against many teams 
that had already played ten or more 
games.
Grand Valley began the spring 
rrip well beating Anderson College 
8-1. Tom Rose was the winning 
pitcher in that contest. The men then 
split a double header with Louisville 
losing 10-6 in the first game, then 
retaliating in the second 18-8. Chuck 
Sleeper recorded his first win of the 
season in the victory over LSU.
Freshman Norm Penteraes was the 
winning hurler in the battle against 
Hanover College as the Lakers slipped 
by them 10-8.
Western Michigan handed out con­
secutive (15-7, 12-7) losses to the 
Inkers rounding out their Kentucky 
trip with a 3-4 record. I he men then 
came home only to get bombed by 
University of Michigan 12-4 and 10-4.
Since the U of M beating the base­
ball team has put together outstanding 
performances against Hope College 
and Kalamazoo Community College.
Saturday, Grand Valley massacred 
Hope sweeping the double header in 
just 12 innings. The first contest 
went the full seven innings ending in 
a 10-2 Laker victory The second 
game went only five innings ending 
under the mercy rule as Grand Valley 
embarrased die Dutchman 23-2.
Larry David blasted out two home 
runs in the opening game and collected 
five RBI’s. Bill Leonard picked up the 
fin on the mound.
Barry Baibas aided in the scoring 
attack in the second contest smash­
ing a three run homer in the third 
inning. Bryan Johnson wasn’t to be 
bested as he belted out a grand slam 
homer in the 5th inning. Scoot Thur- 
low hammered out a pair o f home 
runs and Rick Oir had a single blast 
also.
Terry Smith recorded five RBI's 
and Norm Penteraes (2-0) struck out 
seven Dutchman en route to his 
second straight win.
Monday, Kalamazoo Community 
College was the next opponent to cake 
a shellacking at the hands of the 
Lakers, as they swept the double 
header bv scores of 10-2 and 11-1 
Chuck Sleeper and Jim Herenden 
were the winning hurlers at the dis­
pense o f Kalamazoo. Terry Smith 
(currently batting .533) smashed three 
hits and Larry David (.475) chalked 
up three RBI’s. David has been red-hot 
with 24 runs batted in thus far this 
season. Brian Leja and John Shuda
both hammered out two run homers 
and Matt Reno smashed a rwo run 
double in the second contest.
The Lakers overall record stands 
at 7-6.
The men will sr.irt a four game 
stint at home beginning with Hills­
dale College which is scheduled for 
Friday, Apnl 10 at 11 00 a m April 
11th, 12th. and 13th, Calvin, Aquinas, 
and Northwood will invade Grand 
Valiev with all games beginning at 
1 00 p.m. at the GVSC baseball field.
Crew Team M ows Down The 
Fighting Irish O f N otre Dame
by Ion Gruenbery
Ready ...All...Row! were the com­
mands given to each o f the Grand 
Valley Crews as the start o f the 1981 
season began against Notre Dame last 
Saturday. Despite high winds, the 
advantage of home water helped 
Grand Valley in their domination o f 
a strong team from South Bend.
Grand Valley varsity women began 
the day with a gratifying win. Though 
the women have beer, plagued with 
injuries all spring, they were strong 
enough to fight o ff a tough Notre 
Dame team. The lead changed hands 
three different times but Grand 
Valley came from behind to win by 
two seconds with a time o f 5 46.5.
In the second race o f the day the 
Varsity men got out to an early lead 
and maintained it the rest o f the way. 
Although the time makes it seem as
though it was a close race many o f the 
varsity members agree that they were 
in control the entire length o f the 
course. The men crossed the line 
in a time o f 5:05, which gave them a 
3 second victory.
The next race was the only set-back 
o f the day, despite the fact that the 
novice men rowed as well as they have 
all season. The novice men fell short 
by eight seconds with a time of 4 42. 
Coach Paul Springer said he felt that 
the men looked much improved and 
that he feels the next time these two 
teams meet Grand Valley will come 
away with a victory.
Grand Valley'doesn't have a novice 
womens team due to budget cuts, but 
Notre Dame still brought their team 
intending to race. Coach Springer 
allowed his women to row again in 
order to let Notre Dame have a race. 
The women came away with an easy 
victory by beating Notre Dame
with a time o f 5 46, twelve seconds 
ahead of the fighting Irish.
In the last race o f the day a Grand 
Valley team composed o f six varsity 
members who had raced earlier and 
two other varsity members stroked 
their way their way to an easy victory. 
Although the Notre Dame team had 
four o f their better varsity members in 
the boat they found Grand Valley to 
be a major force on the water. Grand 
Valley’s time o f 5:46 was good enough 
to beat Notre Dames time o f 5 58
All in all the weekend turned out to 
be favorable for Grand Valley, who 
won four out o f five races. Coach 
Springer feels that the strong Wayne 
State team traveling here next week 
will be a better test o f Grand Valley's 
endurance. The race starts at I o - 
clock noon Saturday, with the 
finish line by the Lake Michigan 
bridge.
Opening Season Dismal 
For Softball Squad
r Roy Tinaley
"We’re a young term. Probably the 
nrngest in Grand Valley history,’’ 
id women’s softbal* coach Pat Baker, 
ith only one senior, the Laker 
omen started off the season by 
avding to Eastern Illinois University 
id Terre Haute, Indiana, to open 
>81 season.
Pat Baker, includes Shawn Perry in 
left field, Jo Maginity, and Tracy 
Morris on the mound, Marcia Breskel 
(fourth year senior) Wendy Anderson 
at short stop, Robin Sawyer in center 
field, and Ann Rudy on first base.
Last year Grand Vally’s softball 
players finished the season with a 
record o f 24-11. This year, despite 
a 2-4 record after the first two weeks
'W e're a young team. Probably the 
youngest team in Grand Valley history.
week the Laker softball team 
tqumas College losing a double 
by identical 5-4 scores. The 
also took on Michigan State 
io State losing first to MSU 
I then being defeated by OSU 
lie lemon record thus far this 
ads at 2-4.
hne-up. led by com*
o f play. Baker feels that her softball 
team will finish the season :trong once 
the infield has a chance to strengthen 
itself.
Baker has high hopes for her team, 
as this her first season as coach. This 
week, the women take on Western 
Michigan on Wednesday. April 8 at 3 
p_m on Grand Valley's field.
Laker Of 
The Week
Larry David
Junior Larry David has been 
choaen ‘Laker of the Week' for his 
outstanding play early in the base­
ball season.
The 5 ft 10 in., 185 pound cen­
ter fielder from Muskegon is cur­
rently boasting a .475 batting 
average. David’* hat has been sizz­
ling hot as be leads the Laker ball 
ream in runs batted in with 24.
■ •d in gs
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A GRAND VALLEY PLAYER avoids the tag with a head first slide into third in the game aqainst Kalamazoo 
Community College —photo by Bob Packard).
FRAND VALLEY 'S  ULTIMATE Connection team had a prosperous 
weekend as they creamed Chicago's Ultimate Expression 21-14 and de 
feated Western Michigan 21-17. The Connectors will travel to Ann 
Arbor this weekend and compete in the U o f M Flying Disc tournament 
with seven other teams (photo by Bob Packard).
Cheerleading/
M ascot
Men and women interested in 
trying out for a position on the 
1981 football cheerleading squad 
should report for clinic at the 
field house gymnsucs room -n 
April 13. 15. 17 & 20. from
4-6 p.m.
Anyone interested in serving the 
Laker fans as GVSC mascot. “ The 
Great Laker", should contact Fster 
Thomas in the bookstore office 
as soon as possible.
Summer Sailing Beats 
'Luke And Laura’ Anyday
by Sue Shaub
Tired of sitting around watching 
your iocs curl? Are those re-runs of 
Carol Burnett and Gilligans Island 
starling to get a bit boring? Heaven 
forbid, you must be fed up with point­
less soaps like General Hospital ( I ’ll 
graduate from college before Laura 
and Luke ever get back together) and 
One Life To Live (Pat Ashley will die 
of old age before her and Bo ever 
marry)
If you have answered yes to any o f 
the above questions then the Sailing 
G ib  has an appealing propostion for 
vou. An organizational meeting will 
bt held Friday April 10, at 3:00 pm. 
in the Campus Center south confer­
ence room for those interested in join­
ing There b  a 40 member limit so 
don t wait any longer.
Since there b little time left in the 
water semester, the club is basically- 
geared towards summer term students
or Grand Valley students living in the 
Holland-Grand Rapids area. The club 
maintains three 13 foot two -man 
boats and one 15 foot three man craft 
A minimal fee will be charged (not 
due at the meeting) in order to keep 
up the maintenance of the sailing ves­
sels.
The boats are kept in Holland and 
are sailed on Lake Macatawa. The pro­
cedure followed is that once you have 
learned to properly maneuver the 
craft, you will have full use o, them 
over the summer. The boats can be 
used (free o f charge after initial dues) 
whenever a club member desires. A l­
though it is club oriented, members 
use the boats on individual basis.
It is an excellent opportunity for 
students (ot faculty) living in the 
Grand Rapids or Holland areas to learn 
to sail at hardly any cost. All Grand 
Valley students are encouraged to 
join. I f there are any questions, con­
tact Danny Walker at ext. 531.
Tennis Defeats 
M ich Tech 8-1
by Chris Dowdell
—<ie men’s tennis ream continued 
their winning ways this past weekend 
as they took on Michigan lech and 
defeated them 8-1
All of the Lakers won their singles 
games, with the lone loss coining in 
doubles. Number one seed Kevin 
Connor whipped Carl Gugel 6 3. 6 4, 
and Dave Kurras (number two singles) 
bested Mark Midglcy 7-5. 6-2. lom 
Stegeinan came back to win over 
Scoot McCloorc 3-6, 6 1. 6-3. and 
Larry Weyland took care of Gary 
Dick in straight sets 6-3, 6-2.
Bob Malone defeated Mike Richard 
7-6. 6-0 and Jorge Kapistanny de­
feated Bob Hurt 6-2. 6-3 Dave Kurras 
and Kevin Connor, the Inkers num­
ber one doubles team beat Gugel and 
Richard.
Coach Don Dickinson said. “ Dave 
Kurras played bis liest match of the 
year. His opponent was a steady player 
and they had long points."
“ lom Stegeinan leveled his game 
to wan his last two matches. Dickin­
son commented. \1 chigan lech is a 
solid team and we played well. The 
players are looking good and I am very 
optimistic about the games s ‘ ledulcd 
this week."
The match against Hope was rained 
out and rescheduled for Thursday 
April 9. continuing from where play 
left o ff before the match was cancelled 
half-way through. Wednesday. Grand 
Valley takes on Ferns State at GVSC 
courts at 3 00 p m. and Hillsdale on 
Friday (GVSC courts, noon). Saturday 
shows the Inkers away pta> ing Lake 
Superior and Northern.
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Book Review
by Geoff Langford
Anyone remember Vietnam?
I was wondering if anyone remembers Vie: Nam? You do! Good, 
'cause there’s this book I want to talk about that people say is all about 
Viet Nam -  Tim O 'B re l’* Comg After Cacciato
One o f the few novel* yet to be written by a writer who actually fought 
in Viet Nam, Cacciato concerns the plight o f  one soldier and his squad. 
Cacciato is one dumb soldier. "Dumb as a month-old oyster fart, his pals 
say o f him. So dumb in fact that he decides he's had enough of the war 
and wants to get away. Away5 Away where? Paris, o f course. Cacciato 
has a yen for Paris; so he goes AWOL with an atlas o f the world and an 
extra pair o f boots. He's going to walk to Paris from Viet Nam. His 
squad can't believe it. They have to save Cacciato from his own stupidity 
and so, follow him through Indonesia, India, Iran, Turkey all the way to 
Gay Paree. You can’t go to Paris, you dumb grunt -  and away they all go.
Ah, but there is a catch. Is the trip real or the imaginings of Cacciato's 
friend, Paul Berlin as he lies awake at night? Lots o f twists in this book. 
No, not what South American writers would call "Magic Realism'' as the 
New York Times would have you believe. More like “ Ronald McDonald 
Realism." This isn’t so much against Tim O'Brien or to address the book 
(which is as fun as it sounds), but rather a comment on the critics’ assess­
ment and the why* o f the publics acceptance o f Cacciato
Lavish praise has been heaped upon Cacciato Such phrases as, “No 
novelist has ever captured the war, the men who fought it, and the people 
it destroyed quite like Tim O'Brien” (The Washington Post). The Phili- 
delphia Inquirer calls Cacciato “ Magical and inspiring . truly incompar­
able! Ever/ war has its chroniclers o f fear and flight, its Stephen Cranes 
and Joseph Hollers Tim O ’Brien joins their numbers.”  And there is more. 
Much more. The Boston Globe, New York and L.A. Times all jumped on 
the encomium bandwagon for Cacciato. So much the better -  better for 
book sales that is.
And for us — those who bought the million plus copies o f Mr. O'Brien s 
book? Personally, I think we’ve been had.
Having never been to Viet Nam myself — and daring to add that few of 
the reviewers had the same privilige — ! asked two VW vets if they had 
read Cacciato. “ Yeah, I read it,” said one, “ It ’s a bunch o f horse- 
feathers." The second vet, in a living room 1,500 miles away added this; 
“ Yeah, I read it. It’s kind o f weird." And what about Viet Nam, 1 won- 
deied, does it address the war? The man just laughted and brought me a- 
notner beer. Two men who fought in Viet Nam aren’t that many to poll. 
But their faces reinforced my own view about the book It’s as much a 
war novel reflecting Viet Nam as the Wizard o f  Oz reflects the Great De­
pression.
O ’Brien's time-slip structure restricts me from getting close to the char­
acter. In fact, all the characters without exception are flat and dull. With 
such great names as Buff, Stink, Doc, and Billy Boy Watkins, how could 
they be so one-sided? Perhaps this is because O ’Brien manipulates us back 
and forth from the adventures o f the squad chasing Cacciato on his way to 
Paree and the scenes where Berlin is standing nightwatch on a beach fanta­
sizing about Cacciato’s escape. Time jags become distracting if not done 
well. They put distance between the reader and the life of the characters. 
They make us more aware of the style rather than the plight o f the lives of 
the characters. Nothing against time jap . I f  they’re done well it ’s terrific. 
O ’Brien just doesn’t seem to do it that wen.
Or is it that he does it too well?
Too slick maybe. A  novel from Viet Nam, too slick? -  It doesn’t seem 
possible. But here it is. Slickness separates the reader froefl the experi­
ence. It makes it hard to participate in the experience.
Viet Nam that is.
Aha! Now, I *ee why the critics and the public loved the book.
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Schechtman speaks on the art of karate
by Karen E. Miner
Contrary to popular belief, karate is 
not just the "art" o f busting heads, or 
self-defense. It is hard work. It is an 
art o f intentional movement. But 
most o f ail, it is making an effort.
Ten years ago, out o f  curiosity, 
and the need for an indoor winter 
activity, Bob Shechtman took up the 
art of Shorin Ryu Karate. After six 
yean o f hard work and study, 
Shechtman became a black belt. 
With the encouragement o f his in­
structor, Bill Matrix (a fifth degree 
black belt), Bob started teaching 
karate (at Thomas Jefferson College) 
to increase his proficiency in the art, 
as well as to share his love for the 
discipline of karate
Shechtman gets more out of 
teaching karate thar. just increased 
proficiency. In the five years that 
he has taught Shorin Ryu Karate, 
there has never been a class of less 
than forty people. Shechtman was 
overwhelmed by the success of the 
class. He feels that part o f the success 
is because he stresses mutual support 
and compassion between classmates. 
The lack of competition in class 
manifests itself in mutual sharing and 
concern between the students. In 
essence, everyone roots for everyone 
else.
Shechtman teaches the class in the 
same way he uses karate: as another 
form of communication. He says 
that karate has great potential for 
student artists, by extending them­
selves into intentional movement.
"Physical activity is a nice way to 
ease back into reality after an intense 
intellectual activity like composing or 
teaching.
Part o f  the requirement for credit 
in the class n to write the teacher one 
letter a weel. to tell him how you’re 
doing and what you’re thinking. 
Shechtman notices an interesting thing 
in the letters that he gets from people 
"People started telling me that not 
only were their bodies getting better, 
but that because of class, their grades 
in other classes were getting better.”
There is a reason behind this. In 
karate, one doesn’t emphasize the 
mind **. . one should train the body 
first. The mind has to follow,’ ’ says 
Shechtman.
The combatfves room in the field 
house, where the class is held, becomes
'454-0539 
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APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING  
ACCEPTED FOR THE POSITION OF 
Editor-in-Chief of The Lanthorn 
Business Manager of The Lanthorn
These applications should include a statement 
indicating generally what directions and changes 
the applicant plans for the newspaper, along with 
a resume of all related experience.
Applications should be returned to Sue Collins in
the Lanthorn office (downstairs in the Campus Center)
\
by April 13
an oven with an incredible amount of 
energy inside. Although the hour-and- 
a-haif workout makes a Marine boot 
camp look like a Sunday picnic, 
nobody complains. Everyone is too 
busy working, practicing, making an 
effort, and discovering joy through 
that effort.
Shechtman feels that making that 
effort is one o f the most important 
aspects of karate. “The studying of 
karate is on-going; it takes a lifetime, 
like the study o f music." Both take a 
lot o f effort. In karate, “The more 
proficient one becomes, the more 
humble one becomes, through the 
effort."
In teaching the class, the very first 
thing Shechtman tells his students is: 
“This is not a class in self-defense If 
it were. I ’d have a table in front o f me 
with knives, guns, mace, hat pins, etc., 
and I ’d be teaching you to do horrible 
things to people."
“ I hate violence. Don’t take this 
class thinking that you can go around
beating people’s heads in. If you 11 
learn anything in this class, you 11 
learn not to get into situations where 
you would have to fight."
Does Shechtman have any problems 
with students who take the class to be 
“ macho?" "Not really. Once people 
see the beauty o f the an, ’macho-ism' 
is difficult to maintain But if some­
one does have a macho hang-up, then 
I don’t promote them.”
Expending energy together is pan 
of what makes the class special.
For all o f  those interested, the 
“ Aesthetics o f  Movement”  class will be 
taught through William James College 
this summer. Beginners are more than 
welcomed; they are encouraged'
Ci RANDYDISSELKOEN, LTD^  20%  OFF Engagement Rings To College Students W ith Student I.D .2866 Radcliff Ave. (616) 942-2990 S.E.. Grand Rapids. Mich., 49508 (across from the Woodland Mail)
1981 Kenneth R. Vender Bush Student Leadership Award Banquet
April 22,1981; 7:30 pm 
Multipurpose Room • Campus Center 
Grand Valley State Colleges
Tickets Available for $4.00 at Campus Information 
located in the Campus Center.
For further information call ext. 295.
GRAND VALLEY 
APARTMENTS
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER 
AT A DISCOUNT RATE
M AY 18,1981 - AUG 20,1981
TWO BEDROOM - $600°°
Total For Summer 
Price Includes Utilities
Spacious, Convenient, Furnished Apartments 
5 Minute Walk From Campus
For Information Call:
GRAND VALLEY APARTMENTS
i
